Under Canvas Grand Canyon Adventures

Private National Park Tours

Explore the Grand Canyon at your own pace. Join a professional guide for a tour of this iconic National Park that you will not forget. These customized private trips are available for all groups, small and large, families and friends. Enjoy as much or as little hiking, sightseeing and discovering during your group’s tour, totally up to you!

*Rates dependent on type of trip and group size; inquire within.

Public National Park Tours

There are also daily driving and hiking tours provided for groups that want to explore outside of a private tour. These trips leave from various locations (Williams, Tusayan or Flagstaff, AZ) and can accommodate public trips with other like-minded people. Grand Canyon sightseeing tours are very popular in the area and inclusive of all park entrance fees, lunches and transportation from each meeting point.

*Pricing depends on meeting location and time of year.

Grand Canyon Jeep Safari Tours

Safari & Rim Walk: Start by traveling via Jeep through the Kaibab National Forest. After the 4*4 adventure, hop out for a stroll along the rim of the incredible Grand Canyon. Learn history, geology and facts about the area from a professional guide who is right alongside of your group. Witness wildlife and amazing viewpoints in places not accessible by car.

*This is a 3-hour tour.

Cultural Heritage Tour: Journey through the Kaibab National Forest on historical Native American lands. View paintings and petroglyphs as you dip into areas that are super unique to this area. Take short hikes along the tour on stepping stones used way back in time. This tour offers some great history and landscape.

*This is a 2-hour tour.

Sunset Jeep Tour: Venture down old stagecoach trails through Kaibab National Forest. During this trip, there are massive amounts of wildlife present from deer to elk to turkey and more. Sunset hour at the Grand Canyon is magical so get ready to view the amazing vistas and unique geological formations while spending quality time with your friends and family.

*This is a 2-hour tour.

*Private jeep tours available upon request.
Guided Biking Tours

**Hermit Road Tour:** Being the most popular biking trip at the Grand Canyon, Hermit Road takes guests along a portion of the Grand Canyon South Rim that is closed to public vehicle traffic. This 7-mile stretch is perfect for all types of groups and covers some of the greatest terrain in the West. Learn natural and human history along the way and get ready for some epic views!

*Distance is 5.5 miles and lasts 3 hours. Child carriers available.*

**Yaki Point Tour:** This tour provides guests with outrageously close views of the Grand Canyon to where guests are only feet from the canyon’s edge. Bike along these beautifully paved paths all the way to Yaki Point Lookout. During this journey, experience the sights and sounds of the Grand Canyon and be apart of something unique and special to this area.

*Distance is 7 miles and lasts 3 hours. Child carriers available.*

*Private biking tours also available. Please inquire within for more information.*

**Bike Rentals:** Outside of these epic guided tours is the option to rent these comfy and quality cruiser-style bicycles. Choose from 2-hour, half day, full day and overnight bike rental options. There is a large variety of sizes, so all guests can be accommodated. Get ready to pedal and enjoy the Grand Canyon area.

*Shuttles to Hermit Road location also available upon request.*

**Grand Canyon Helicopter Tour**

First, depart from the South Rim and soar over Kaibab National Forest, home of the world’s largest Ponderosa Pine forest. From the South Rim, fly over the North side of the canyon and experience amazing views of the Colorado River and steep red rock cliffs. Bird’s-eye views of Marble Canyon, Point Imperial and Dragon Corridor (the widest and deepest part of the Grand Canyon) also come into play during the tour.

*Pricing depends on group size; duration of flight is 45-50 minutes.*

**Kaibab National Forest Horseback Riding**

Join professional wranglers on a horseback adventure through the Kaibab National Forest. Enjoy a stroll through the pine trees of this epic area and experience your time on your gentle stead. Saddle up!

*1-hour and 2-hour rides available at various times. Minimum age is 6 years old.*

**Under Canvas Grand Canyon** is located at 979 Airpark Lane, Valle, AZ 86046. For more information, visit [www.undercanvas.com/camps/grand-canyon](http://www.undercanvas.com/camps/grand-canyon).